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Six issues of ARLIS/NA Reviews were published with 72 reviews total for the year. Reviewers included members and nonmembers from the United States and Canada.

Amy Trendler will be resigning as co-editor of the Reviews at the annual conference as she has accepted nomination to the ARLIS/NA Executive Board as Vice President/President Elect. The new co-editor, Rebecca Price, begins her duties as of the annual conference in March. Rebecca is the Architecture, Urban Planning, and Visual Resources Librarian and Liaison for Museum Studies at the University of Michigan.

The editors maintain a working relationship with about 75 publishers both from the United States and Canada, and internationally. The editors are contacted periodically by both publishers and authors for consideration of material for review. ARLIS/NA members also suggest titles for review on occasion. 421 review copies of books were received. These titles are included in the “Publications Received” document on the Reviews web page.

The editors did not make any major changes to guidelines, formatting, or editorial style. The editors manage all routine publishing of new editions, but the front-page banner is managed by the central headquarters office.